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AXS International, Inc, is the only American research & development
manufacturing company specializing in the production and marketing of the
Aluminum Network Mesh (AXS). AXS products have many universal
applications that are proven to protect humans, assets and the environment
from explosions, fires, oil spills and the Green House Effect. AXS
International’s corporate office is located in the City of Dearborn, Michigan
USA.
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AXS Raw Material
The AXS raw material has gone through over 20 years of research and
development to ensure the effectiveness of our special and tailor made
applications. The AXS raw material is made of a special Aluminum Alloy that
includes copper, silicon, and various other materials and plastics with foil

thickness varying from 0.05 to 0.2 mm.
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AXS Rolls
AXS Rolls are obtained by cutting and expanding the AXS raw material. The
AXS machine AXSR produces a three-dimensional mesh with a
honeycomb structure. AXS Rolls can be produced with various shapes,
widths and dimensions depending on the applications.

AXS Rolls are used for the protection of
large storage tanks and protecting from oil spills.
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AXS Cylinders
AXS Cylinders are manufactured by continuously processing the AXS Rolls
through a second machine AXSC, short strips are cut, wound up cylindrically
and twisted at both ends obtaining a sturdy cylindrical body with
homogeneous distribution.

AXS Cylinders are used in Gas Stations Venting Pipes,
Gas Stations Pump Chambers, propane bottles,
and most other common applications.
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AXSR
The AXSR forms a three-dimensional mesh, by cutting, stretching and
twisting. The foil is fed to a cutting unit controlled by a self-regulating brake
system for a precise tension. A sensor compensates and regulates the foil
speed between the cutting unit and the Stretcher for an optimum stretching
result.

Each AXSR can produce 7 million AXS Liters
per year based on 20 hours per day and 6 days per
week.
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AXSC
The AXS Cylinders are produced by feeding the AXS Rolls into a separate
machine AXSC. The main part of the AXSC is the rotating inner drum, fitted
with two blades, which cuts the AXS mesh into strips. The strips are
converted into cylinders between the rotating inner drum and the fixed
outer drum.

TWO AXSC can produce 7 million AXS liters
per year based on 20 hours per day and 6 days per
week.
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✓ AXS helps to extinguish fires in large refinery tanks in less than a minute.

✓ AXS stops explosions in gasoline and propane containers and tanks.

✓ AXS reduces fire and explosion risks in gas stations and gasoline trucks.

✓ AXS increases the crash resistance of tanks and containers by 35%.

✓ AXS reduces sloshing movement of liquids by 80%.

✓ AXS reduces electrostatic charges by 99%.

✓ AXS Cylinders weigh only (30g/Liter).
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✓ NFPA - National Fire Protection Association 

✓ US ARMY

✓ US NAVY

✓ Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

✓ Aero Safe (European Commission Program For Small Plane Safety)

✓ Fauske & Associates, LLC

✓ TÜV Austria (World Wide Certification Authority)

✓ Magna (Steyr-Daimler-Puch)
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✓ Refinery Fuel Storage Tanks. 

✓ Gas Stations Pump Chambers.

✓ Gasoline Cans.

✓ Propane Bottles.

✓ Transportation Industry.

✓ Gasoline Stations Venting Pipes.  

✓ Oil Spill Containment.
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Storage tank fires and explosions claim hundreds of deaths and cost billions of
dollars every year. It is almost impossible to control an explosion or a fire inside
a tank farm.
When a tank explodes or burns, the fire rages at a dramatic temperature of over
750 degrees.
Almost all automatic fire extinguishing systems would melt and be deemed
ineffective. As a result the fires would be allowed to burn through causing
numerous catastrophic deaths and destruction.
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Special AXS Rolls are injected with a special polyurethane foam that allows them
to float on the fuel surface; While regular AXS Rolls are placed in a safety ring
surrounding the tank.

The AXS Rolls act as a blanket covering the fuel and depriving the fire from
oxygen. Fire temperature was reduced from 750
degrees to 350 degrees allowing the automatic
passive fire extinguishing system to work properly.

This solution WILL save the tank and the fuel
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This is a 12 meter diameter tank filled with 40,000 liters of diesel, it was built
specifically to demonstrate the effectiveness of our AXS system to extinguish fires
in refineries and tank farms. The floating AXS Rolls were placed on the surface of
the diesel.
The fire was allowed to burn freely for 2 and ½ minutes before applying the foam.
The temperature of the fire was measured at 350 degrees only and the
biodegradable foam extinguished the fire in 17 seconds.
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According to the NFPA, there are over 5000 fires in the 168,000 US gas stations
every year causing many injuries and deaths and costing over 20 million dollars
in damages.
One cause of these fires is the buildup of gasoline vapor inside the Pump
Chambers and increased levels of electrostatic ratios. These chambers are in
need of constant maintenance due to water and rust damage.
The absence of passive safety systems permits any wrong move to cause fires
or explosions.

Every underground tank must have
a pump chamber.
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The NFPA in the US and the ATEX directive in Europe have placed many rules
and specified many standards to unify the safety codes in pump chambers at
gas stations.
One easy and economical solution is filling the AXS cylinders in small easy to
handle aluminum wire bags and placing them inside these chambers. As a
result, the vapor is condensed eliminating the risk of fires or explosions.
These bags could be removed when maintenance
is needed and placed back in the chambers when done.
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Every year thousands of gasoline cans explode around the world causing
deaths, injuries and destruction.

Placing AXS Cylinders inside these metal gas cans eliminates the pressure and
stops the propagation of heat inside these cans.

We compared AXS gasoline cans with regular gasoline cans.

The AXS Gasoline Cans are totally safe and WILL NOT EXPLODE.
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Every year thousands of Propane bottles explode inside homes and apartments
and businesses around the world causing deaths, injuries, destruction and
financial loss.

Placing AXS Cylinders inside these propane bottles eliminates the pressure and
stops the propagation of heat inside these cylinders.

We compared AXS gasoline cans with regular gasoline cans.

The AXS Propane Cylinders are totally safe and WILL NOT EXPLODE.
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Sloshing occurs when the fuel tank is partially filled, it is noisy and dangerous. It
can throw the vehicle or plane off balance and result in dangerous accidents.
We conducted lab and field experiments by dividing a glass tank into two exact
chambers, one empty and the other filled with AXS cylinders. We placed the
tank on a moving table. After a short-term acceleration.
The AXS chamber that was completely filled with AXS Cylinders showed that
AXS can reduce sloshing movement by 80%.
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✓ AXS Reduces Hydrocarbon Emissions by 60%.

✓ AXS Stops oil spills in oceans, lakes and rivers.

✓ AXS does not alter the physiochemical properties of any fuel

✓ AXS reduces Carbon Footprint

✓ AXS has no Life Limit

✓ AXS is re-useable 

✓ AXS is recyclable
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Most recent American and Canadian studies have concluded that each gasoline
station can lose around 5,000 liters every year through the emission of gasoline
vapor through the venting pipes into the atmosphere.

Imagine 900,000,000 liters are evaporated over 180,000 gasoline stations in the
US and Canada.

According to a HARC study, the oil and condensate
storage tanks lose 300,000 tons of vapor per year
in EAST TEXAS ALONE causing billions of dollars in
economical Loss and huge impact on the OZONE
level and the environment.
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AXS PIPES reduce the loss of vapor by approximately 60% and saves the gas
station industry millions of dollars per year by simply replacing the customary
venting pipes with AXS Pipes.
AXS PIPES are filled with AXS Cylinders.
The AXS Cylinders remain cooler than
the surrounding environment and they
capture the escaping vapor by condensing
it and returning it to the storage tank in
liquid form keeping the pressurized tanks safe.
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Exxon Gas station located at 13081 Merriman Road in Livonia Michigan 

Annual sales ONE million gallons.

Amazing Savings between 2016 and 2017 of 1274/4449=28.60%

Month 2016 2017 Difference

January -304 -298 +6

February -303 -366 -63

March -667 -415 +252

April -373 -394 -21

May -293 -314 -21

June -496 -201 +285

July -335 -463 +128

August -463 -67 +396

September -464 -363 +101

October -80 -156 -76

November -341 -8 +333

December -330 -130 +200

Totals -4449 -3175 +1274
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Exxon Gas station located at 13081 Merriman Road in Livonia Michigan 

Annual sales ONE million gallons.

Amazing Savings between 2016 and 2017 of 1914/4862= 39.36%.

Month 2016 2017 Difference

January -283 -83 +200

February -307 -395 -88

March -430 -434 -4

April -407 -433 -26

May -349 -337 +12

June -643 -232 +411

July -372 -109 +263

August -485 -374 +111

September -658 -201 +457

October -428 -251 +177

November -456 -99 +357

December -44 -43 +1

Totals -4862 -2948 +1914
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Recently, oil spills have become an increasingly persistent problem with frequent
occurrences with insurmountable economical and environmental costs. It takes
years and even decades to recover the financial losses and restore animal and
marine habitats to their original state.

Until now, most spills have been treated with very inept and ineffective booms
that cannot withstand high tides and DO NOT offer a real solution to contain large
spills quickly and effectively.
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The AXS BOOM is an engineered floating structure that uses AXS rolls and
Cylinders to trap the crude oil while allowing the water to pass through with no
resistance.
The collected oil would form a floating oil lake on the surface of the oceans or
rivers that would be skimmed and moved away to be recycled and used.
The AXS BOOM is an economical and highly 
effective way to protect any water way from
an oil spill catastrophe.


